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Survivors and Their Families Rely on Dignity Matters

Your support helps survivors of domestic violence, sexual exploitation,
and human trafficking on their road to recovery

“I've been through years of abuse. All I have goes

toward my children, so I can’t afford pads or

underwear. Your support means so much to me.”
 

- A client of Voices Against Violence

30% of women have experienced domestic violence
13 is the average age at which girls first experience Sexual
Exploitation (exchange of sex acts for things of value, like
money, food, shelter, or substances)
Human Trafficking (profiting from transport or coercion of
others into forced sex acts or labor) is so underreported that
the 100 cases in our state more likely represent thousands.

Domestic violence, sexual exploitation and human trafficking
are much like period poverty - mostly invisible, rarely
acknowledged and a growing crisis. Here in Massachusetts:

With your help, Dignity Matters provides free menstrual care to hundreds of survivors each month through
Amirah in Lynn, Elizabeth Stone House and My Life My Choice in Boston, REACH Beyond Domestic Violence in
Waltham, and RIA, Inc. and Voices Against Violence in Framingham. During the pandemic, the stress of
isolation and job loss made this support even more critical: For survivors of domestic violence, sheltering at
home didn’t mean they were safe. It also pushed more women into sexual exploitation because they had no
other way to pay for necessities. Access to menstrual care (which you can't buy with Food Stamps/SNAP or
WIC) helps survivors manage their periods with dignity - and can even improve their chances during recovery.

Meryl Glassman helps Pam Jordan, Community
Advocate at REACH Beyond Domestic Violence,
pack her car with menstrual care for 75 women.

“When basic needs like food, shelter and
menstrual care aren’t met, it’s one more
vulnerability that someone else can take
advantage of. When a woman's needs ARE
met, it can significantly reduce her odds of
being exploited again." says Olivia Angood-
Hardy, the Youth Services Manager at My
Life My Choice. 



Menstrual care and underwear are rarely donated and
can't be purchased with SNAP or WIC, so Dignity Matters
is often the only reliable source of period protection for
these women and organizations.  Having menstrual care
from Dignity Matters available creates an additional
incentive for survivors to frequent these organizations
and keep working at their recovery - which makes it less
likely that they'll fall back into the situations and
relationships that previously put them at risk.

These organizations go well beyond providing safe housing and counseling. They help women access benefits and
rehabilitation services, find stable housing and childcare, apply for jobs, and navigate the court system. They help
women advocate for themselves and build their confidence, and having basic needs met is a big part of that. "The
menstrual care you donate helps remind these women that they matter - that they deserve to be safe and
comfortable, too," says Ruth Rollins, Community Coordinator at Elizabeth Stone House.

Several of the organizations also work with local schools and law enforcement, teaching them to spot the subtle
signs of abuse and exploitation so they can support the recovery process. “Women don’t always identify as being
trafficked or exploited – it's just the way life is. We work to create a safe space where women can explore their
situation," says Becky Keys, Community Resource Director at Amirah in Lynn. At RIA, Inc. in Framingham, part of
that process is peer mentors - women who are survivors themselves, and with whom women in recovery can build
trust over shared experiences and understanding. 
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Helping Survivors Live with Dignity (continued)

"The menstrual care you donate 

helps remind these women that they 

matter - that they deserve to be 

safe and comfortable, too." 
 

- Ruth Rollins, Community Coordinator, 
Elizabeth Stone House

Distribution Manager Andrea Schneider and Ceshada Chambers,
Clinical Case Manager at My Life My Choice, with 44 personalized
bra and underwear sets and monthly menstrual care for 125 girls. 

"It's easy to think 'well, this isn't happening near
me," says Beth Waterman, Operations Director at
RIA, Inc. "But just like period poverty, we see women
and girls in every community struggling with
violence and exploitation."  

"For many of the women we support, this is the first
time they've ever had a say in what goes on in their
own lives," says Keys. "Knowing they can count on
you and your donors to help them manage their
periods relieves a huge burden. It gives them
much-needed confidence and helps them move
towards a place where they can do more than
survive - they can thrive."
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As businesses around the country reopened fully this spring, many made a renewed commitment to support
local communities most affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. Dignity Matters is proud to partner with these
companies and their employees - and many others - to raise awareness about period poverty and support
women in need in Massachusetts.

In Good Company

Businesses large and small help Dignity Matters fight period poverty

TOP Organic Project, a Duxbury-based
company that offers organic, eco-
friendly pads and tampons, is a long-
time supporter of Dignity Matters.
Founders Denielle and Thyme hosted a    

Mother's Day Giving Party and invited their community to make
"period packs" for hundreds of the women and girls we support.   

Clothing companies Athleta, Aerie and Victoria's Secret hosted drives at their Boston-area locations to
collect menstrual care, bras, and underwear for Dignity Matters in honor of International Women's Day. 

Clothing company Lilly Pulitzer
hosted a "Shop For A Cause" Event
at all of their Massachusetts stores
on Saturday, May 15th. 10% of all

proceeds were donated back to Dignity Matters, helping us provide
a month of menstrual care to more than 1,700 women and girls.   

If your business wants to partner with us to help women
in need, please email meryl@dignity-matters.org!



"When women have the right resources, it transforms communities.
Menstrual care has to be part of the conversation to make real change."

Dignity Matters, Inc.          P.O. Box 72  Wayland, MA 01778          www.dignity-matters.org

info@dignity-matters.org          

THANK YOU!
 

Want to help or learn more? We'd love to hear from you!
 

info@dignity-matters.org 

Board Of Directors Spotlight: Corrie Dretler

Social entrepreneur and philanthropist Corrie Dretler has spent a decade
combatting exploitation and supporting education and economic empowerment
in marginalized communities around the globe.  She lends her talents to
organizations like New England International Donors, The Knowledge Pledge, YPO,
and Friends of Thai Daughters by helping them forge the connections and collaborations that increase their
impact. A resident of Wayland, Corrie became a Board Member and advocate for Dignity Matters after learning the
extent to which period poverty impacts women's access to education and economic opportunity here in MA. 

"We didn't have much money growing up and I had to make feminine products last longer

than I should have. My bras were too small because I couldn't afford new ones when my

body changed. I was very embarrassed... most of my friends did not have the same

background and would not have understood this challenge. 
 

Now that I'm able, I want to make sure other girls and women have the support they need."

In Your Own Words: Why I Support Dignity Matters

Save The Date!
September 16 - 23

Bid on items and experiences to support
Dignity Matters!  Register for FREE:

bit.ly/dignity-matters-now


